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ABSTRACT

We consider the possibility that R-parity violating interactions of particles

from second and third matter generations have large (up to 1) coupling con-

stants, �. Such couplings have a number of phenomenological consequences:

renormalization of b � � mass ratio, generation of �� mass in MeV region,

etc. In Grand Uni�ed models, where B- and L-violating couplings appear

simultaneously, the proton decay can be forbidden in virtue of hierarchical

avour structure of �: However, due to Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa mixing,

this decay is induced already in one-loop. Present experimental data give the

upper bound � �< 3 � 10�9 (or j�0�00j �< 5 � 10�17; on the product of the L- and

B-violating coupling constants, in more general context). The bounds can be

avoided, if there is an asymmetry between the L- and B-violating couplings

of usual matter �elds. In the SU(5) model the asymmetry can be related to

the doublet-triplet splitting.
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1 Introduction

The gauge invariance of the Standard Model and Supersymmetry [1] permits, besides

usual Yukawa interactions,

W = mE;i=v1 E
c
i (H

0

1
Ei �H�

1 �i)

+ mD;i=v1 D
c�
i (H0

1D
�
i �H�

1 U
�
j V

�

ji)

+ mU;i=v2 U
c�
i (H0

2U
�
i �H+

2 VijD
�
j )

+ �(H0

1
H0

2
�H�

1 H
+

2 );

(1)

also the couplings which violate either lepton or baryon number conservation [2]:

WR= = �ijk(Ei�j � �iEj)Ec
k

+ �0ijkD
c�
i (�jVklD�

l � EjU
�
k )

+ �00ijk���D
c�
i D

c�
j U

c
k :

(2)

Here, Ec
i ; Ei; �i;D

c
i ;Di; U

c
i ; Ui are the super�elds with charged leptons, neutrinos, down-

and up-type-quarks; i; j; k; l = 1; 2; 3 are generation indices; H0

1;2; H
�

1 ; H
+

2 are the Higgs

supermultiplets, and v1;2 are the vacuum expectation values of the scalar components of

H0

1;2: The supermultiplets W and WR= are written in terms of super�elds with fermion

mass eigenstates, so that the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix Vij appears in (1) and

(2) explicitly; mE;i; mD;i; mU;i are the fermion masses. Another possible term in WR=,

�i(�iH0

2
� EiH

+

2 ), can be rotated away from the superpotential, by rede�nition of the

couplings in W and WR= .

A rich phenomenology can be related to the interactions (2). They result in B- or/and

L-violating phenomena like n � �n oscillations [3, 4, 5], proton decay [6, 7], generation of

Majorana neutrino masses [8, 9]; they modify usual processes like �-, �-decay [10], and lead

to the decay of the lightest supersymmetric particle [11]. However, up to now no e�ects of

(2) have been found which implies strong restrictions on the constants �: In particular the

proton decay searches allow to put the bound on certain couplings of lowest generations:

j�0�00j �< 10�24 (3)

for squark masses around 1 TeV.

The smallness of at least some couplings (2) indicates that probably all the interactions

(2) are absent in virtue of certain symmetry. Moreover, the absence of the terms (2)
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ensures stability of the lightest supersymmetric particle which is considered as a favourite

candidate for the cold dark matter. WR= can be suppressed by R-parity or matter parity

conservation. The corresponding symmetries may naturally follow from a class of grand

uni�ed symmetries like SO(10) in models with minimal particle content. Alternatively

B- or L-violating terms can be suppressed by symmetries which distinguish quarks and

leptons.

In this paper we assume that R-parity (or some other symmetry which suppresses WR=)

is not exact and the terms (2) are generated with su�ciently small coupling constants.

In fact, the existing data strongly restrict the couplings of light generations, whereas

the bounds on couplings of second and third generations are weak or absent (for latest

discussion see [12]). In the same time it is natural to assume the hierarchy of constants �

[13]. Moreover, as the consequence of a horizontal symmetry, this hierarchy can be much

stronger than that of the usual Yukawa couplings. Strong hierarchy of � can be partially

related to the fact that couplings in (2) involve three generation dependent �elds, whereas

Yukawa couplings contain only two such �elds (see for latest discussion [12]). Thus the

following pattern is possible: the constants � for the �rst and second generations are

very small and satisfy the existing bounds, while the couplings involving third generation

particles are large and could be of the order 1.

Large R-parity violating couplings of third generation can manifest themselves in many

ways.

At one-loop they induce the Majorana neutrino masses [8, 9]. They contribute to K0� �K0

mixing, to the electric dipole of the neutron [4], to Z ! b�b decay width [14], the decay of

B meson B� ! K0K� [12] etc..

Large �0s inuence the running of usual Yukawa couplings. In particular, they modify

the infrared �xed point of the top quark Yukawa coupling [15]. The restriction �00i33 <

0:4 � 0:5 has been obtained from the condition that the top coupling does not blow up

before the grand uni�cation scaleMGU . Large B- or L-violating couplings of the heaviest

generations can appreciably renormalize the b � � mass ratio. It is shown [16] that for

values �00233 = 0:15� 0:30 the (b� � )-mass uni�cation at GU scale can be achieved for any

value of tan � in the interval 2� 50.

The studies of the R-parity violation e�ects were performed mainly in the context
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of Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model. However remarkable convergency of the

gauge couplings at the scale around 3 � 1016 GeV [17, 18, 19] can be considered as strong

indication of the supersymmetric uni�cation of the strong and the electroweak interac-

tions. Supersymmetry o�ers an elegant way to stabilize the gauge hierarchy, thus ensuring

consistency of the picture. Moreover, the b � � uni�cation [20] can be achieved in the

supersymmetric GU model only [21]. Note that �-couplings, like the usual Yukawa cou-

plings, will a�ect only weakly (at the two-loop level) the evolution of the gauge coupling

constants. In this connection it is important to consider the properties and consequences

of the interactions (2) in the GU theories. The �rst studies of R-parity violation in the

context of Grand Uni�cation have been performed in [22, 23, 24].

In this paper we consider the proton decay induced by R-parity violating couplings

of heaviest (second and third) matter generations. We �nd new very strong bounds on

� in the SU(5) with standard matter �eld content. The modi�cations of the model are

discussed which allow us to get the asymmetry of B- and L-violating couplings and thus

to avoid the bounds.

The paper is organized as follows. Properties of R-parity violating couplings in SUSY

SU(5) are discussed in sect. 2. We consider the proton decay induced by these couplings

in sect. 3. The conditions are found at which the decay is forbidden in the lowest order

of perturbation theory. However, being suppressed in lowest order, proton decay is in-

evitably generated by one-loop diagrams (sect. 4). The amplitudes of leading one-loop

diagrams are estimated and the upper bounds on R-parity violating coupling constants

are found. In sect. 5 we consider the generality of the bounds and the way to avoid them.

Then (sect. 6) we discuss possible relations between asymmetry of the B- and L-violating

interactions which allows one to avoid the bounds and the doublet-triplet splitting. Sect.

7. summarizes the results.

2 R-parity violating interactions in the SU(5)-super-

symmetric model.

In the SU(5) model one can introduce the following R-parity violating interactions [22]

�ijk
�5i�5j10k + �5i(Mi + hi�)H; (4)
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where i; j; k = 1; 2; 3 are generation indices, �ijk are the coupling constants and �5i; 10i are

the matter super�elds which can be written in terms of the standard model supermultiplets

as:

�5 =

0
B@ Dc

i�2L

1
CA 10 =

0
B@ U c �Q

Q �Eci�2

1
CA : (5)

Here �2 is the Pauli matrix, L = (�;E) and Q = (U;D) are SU(2)L doublets. Mi are the

mass parameters, hi are the couplings, � and H are the 5-plet and 24-plet of Higgs �elds.

Let us consider �rst the e�ects of � couplings, suggesting that the matter-Higgs mixing

(second term in (4)) is negligibly small. The �ijk-coupling (4) generate all the R-parity

violating interactions (2). It is convenient to de�ne �ijk in the basis, where SU(2)L-

singlets uc and dc (fermionic components of U c and Dc) coincide with mass eigenstates.

This always can be done since uc and dc enter di�erent SU(5)-multiplets. Note that due to

the antisymmetry of 10-plets the interactions (4) are antisymmetric in generation indices:

�ijk = ��jik:

Substituting multiplets (5) in (4) and comparing the resulting interactions with those

in (2) we �nd the relations between original �ijk and �ijk couplings at the GU scale:

�ijk = �ijlVlk

�0ijk = 2�ijk

�00ijk = �ijk:

(6)

As a consequence of quark and lepton uni�cation in SU(5); all types of R-parity violating

couplings appear simultaneously. Moreover, di�erent couplings �; �0 and �00 are deter-

mined by unique GU coupling �: As follows from (6), up to CKM matrix and factor 2 in

�0 these couplings coincide at GU scale:

�ijlV
�1

lk =
1

2
�0ijk = �00ijk: (7)

Evidently, there is no relative suppression of B- and L-violating couplings. Another fea-

ture of the Grand Uni�cation is that L-violating couplings, �0ijk; should be antisymmetric

in �rst two indices: �0ijk = ��0jik; similarly to other couplings. In the non-uni�ed version

(2) these couplings can have also a symmetric part.

The gauge coupling renormalization e�ects lead to modi�cation of GU relations (6) at
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the electroweak scale:

�ijk = 1:5 �ijlVlk

�0ijk = 2 (3:4 � 0:3) �ijk

�00ijk = (4:4� 0:4) �ijk;

(8)

where the errors correspond to the uncertainty in strong coupling constant: �s(MZ) =

0:12 � 0:01: Inclusion of other uncertainties related e.g. to threshold SUSY and GU cor-

rections may require the doubling of the errors quoted. The renormalization e�ects due

to third family Yukawa couplings [16] do not drastically change the relations (8). Let us

de�ne the renormalization factor �=2; relevant for proton decay as:

�0(MZ)�
00(MZ) = � � �2: (9)

From equation (8) we �nd: � = 30 � 5:

3 Proton decay due to R-parity violating couplings

in the lowest order.

Simultaneous presence of both B- and L-violating couplings in GU models leads to pro-

ton decay. Let us consider the proton decay taking into account GU relations between

couplings (6). There are two types of decay modes:

(1) (B � L)-conserving decays. The exchange of ~dci squarks between B-violating and

L-violating vertices induces the 4-fermion operators:

2�
��

ijk�ilm

m2
~di

dcju
c
k (Vmndn�l � umel): (10)

The kinematics selects the following 4-fermions operators in (10)

dcuc �d; dcuc �s; dcuc eu; dcuc �u;

scuc �d; scuc eu; scuc �u
(11)

which lead to the proton decay. All these operators contain the uc quarks, and therefore

can be forbidden at tree level, if in the basis where uci are the mass eigenstates we put

�ij1 = 0: (12)
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(2) (B + L)-conserving decays. The mixing of squarks: ~bc; ~b and ~tc; ~t leads to the

operators:

2�
(�3jk�lmnVn3)�

M2
~b

dcju
c
k d

c
l�m ;

�� (�ij3�lm3)�

M2
~t

dcid
c
j d

c
l em ;

(13)

where M2
~b
and M2

~t
parametrize the propagators ~bc � ~b and ~tc � ~t for low momenta. In

particular,
1

M2
~b

=
m2

~bLR

m2
~bLL

m2
~bRR

�m4
~bLR

; (14)

where the mixing parameter m2
~bLR

is induced both via the �-term at SUSY conserved

level and via the soft breaking terms:

m2
~bLR

= mb(Ab + � tan �): (15)

Here Ab = O(m3=2) is soft breaking parameter. For tan � � 20� 50 the mixing mass may

not be suppressed with respect to the diagonal masses m2
~bLL

and m2
~bRR

: Consequently,

the propagator factor 1=M2
~b
as well as 1=M2

~t
can be of the order of the factor 1=m2

~di

from Eq. (10). We neglect the mixing of squarks from the lightest generations which are

proportional to light quark masses. Mixing between squarks of di�erent generation should

be negligibly small to avoid the constraints from non-observation of avour changing

neutral-currents. Taking into account the kinematics we �nd from (13) the operators

leading to proton decay:

dcuc dc�; scuc dc�; dcuc sc�; dcsc dc�:

The �rst three operators (with uc) disappear if the conditions (12) are ful�lled; the last

one can be removed by the equality

�123 = 0: (16)

In fact, �ij1 and �123 may not be precisely zero; using relations (7) and renormalization

e�ect (9) we get from (3) the bound on the GU scale couplings:

�ij1; �123 �< 2 � 10�13: (17)

In both conditions (12) and (16) the coupling constants with �rst family index are in-

volved. Therefore we can assume the family hierarchy, according to which the couplings
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with low indices (i.e. 1 and 2) are small, and maximal couplings are those with maximal

number of family indices 3, �rst of all �233; and then, probably, �133: The question is:

How large can be �233?

4 Proton decay induced by �233 at one-loop.

Let us consider the con�guration being the most protected from the proton decay, when

there is only one term, �233
�52�53103; in (4), with the following fermionic content of the

supermultiplets: 103, includes tc, q3 = (t; b0); where b0 � V3idi; and � c; �53 contains bc and

l3 = (�� ; � ); �52 contains sc and l2 = (��; �): All other terms in (4) have zero or negligibly

small couplings. We will show that even in this case the proton decay appears as one-loop

e�ect, thus leading to still very strong bounds on �233.

Note that there is only one B-violating vertex: �233D
c
2D

c
3U

c
3 : It can be connected to

L-violating vertex (needed to proton decay) by exchange of bc, sc or tc and corresponding

squarks. This allows to systematically �nd all relevant diagrams for proton decay. In

accordance with (10) and (13) we get at the tree level the following (B � L)-conserving

2�j�233j2
"
1

m2
~s

bctc (b0�� � t� ) +
1

m2
~b

sctc (b0�� � t�)

#
(18)

and the (B + L)-conserving:

2�(��

233)
2

"
V �

tb

M2
~b

sctc (bc�� � sc�� ) +
1

M2
~t

scbc (bc� � sc� )

#
(19)

operators. Also the operators are generated which can be obtained from (18) and (19)

by replacement of two ordinary particles by their superpartners. The terms with ~sc � ~s

exchange are omitted in (19), since they are proportional to small factor Vts=M2

~s �
10�3=M2

~b
(in this equality we took into account that ~sc � ~s mixing is suppressed with

respect to ~bc � ~b mixing by ms=mb; see (15), and thereforeM2
~b
=M2

~s � ms=mb).

As we discussed before for kinematical reasons the operators (18) and (19) do not lead

to proton decay. However, an additional exchange by theW -boson (or wino) as well as by

charged Higgs (or Higgsino) converts the operators (18) and (19) (or the operators with

superpartners) to the operators with light fermions which give proton decay already at

one-loop level. Indeed, due to the presence of the CKM mixing the W - (wino), charged
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Higgses (Higgsino) have family o�-diagonal couplings (see Eq. (1)). The emission or

absorbtion of these particles can reduce the generation index.

Let us �nd, using the operators (18) and (19), the crucial factors which appear in such

a generation reduction:

(i) Evidently, the second term of (18) with four heavy fermions, and the fourth term with

two t quarks, can not be transformed at one-loop into the operators with light particles

only. Similarly, the third and the fourth terms in (19) stipulated by ~tc � ~t exchange do

not give p-decay at one-loop. The third term contains two bc quarks, the fourth one has

three heavy fermions (m > mp).

(ii). All the rest operators include tc (~tc). The tc ! d conversion due to emission of

charged Higgs boson or W -boson gives the factor Vtd mt (in the case of the Higgs this

factor follows from the Yukawa coupling (1); in the case of the W -exchange it comes

from the chirality ip: tc ! t ! d W ). The same factor appears for ~tc ! d transition.

Similarly, the conversion tc ! s (~tc ! s) implies the factor Vtsmt.

(iii). The amplitudes of transitions of down quarks (squarks) bc ! u (~bc ! u), and sc ! u

(~sc ! u) are proportional, respectively, to V �

ub mb and V �

us ms. These factors are of the

same order of magnitude.

(iv). L-violating part of (B � L)-operators (18) contains small CKM-elements Vts or Vtd,

whereas (B + L) operators (19) are proportional to Vtb � 1.

Combining the factors discussed in (ii)-(iv) we �nd that the largest one-loop amplitudes

of (B � L)- and (B + L)-conserving modes contain the additional loop factors

�B�L =
mbmt

16�2v2
V �

ubVtdVts

�B+L =
mbmt

16�2v2
V �

ubVtdV
�

tb;
(20)

where v �
q
v21 + v22; and 1=16�2 comes from loop integration. There are also transitions

for which the loop factors can be obtained from (20) by substitution Vub mb ! Vus ms.

Let us estimate the contributions from the leading diagrams.

1. The propagation of squark ~bc between B- and L-violating vertices (�rst term in

(18)) \dressed" by charge Higgs (Higgsino) interaction leads to the diagrams shown in

Fig. 1a,b. The mixing of charged Higgses H�

1 , H
+

2 in diagram of Fig. 1a and the

coupling of three squarks in Fig. 1b are induced by soft SUSY breaking terms �BH1H2
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and A�233~sc~bc~tc, correspondingly, where A;B = O(m3=2). The estimation of diagrams

gives

2�
j�233j2
m2

~b

�B�L [du s�� + su d��] : (21)

In (21) we have taken into account the relation

�A

v1v2m
2

H+

� �B

v1v2m
2

H+

=
1

v2
; (22)

that connects the mass of the physical charged Higgs, m2

H+; and the parameter of the

mixing of scalar doublets H1 and H2; �B: The diagrams with dressing by W and wino

(Fig. 1c,d) give similar result.

2. There are also the box diagrams with ~bc exchange, when H+ emitted by tc is

absorbed by quark b0 from L-violating vertex. Since b0 ! uc transition is forbidden (b0

couples to tc; or t) the diagram gets the GIM suppression factor Vubm2

b= ~m
2, where ~m2 is

typical mass of squark. As the result one gets

Abox

Avertex

/ mu

Vtsmb

m2

b

~m2
< 10�4:

Box diagrams lead to (V �A)-Lorentz structure of the e�ective operators.

3. The exchange of ~sc squark gives the diagram similar to those in Fig. 1a-d with

emission of ��� instead of ���. The amplitude can be obtained from (21) by substitution

mbV
�

ub

m2
~s

! msV
�

us

m2
~b

: (23)

4. \Dressing" the (B + L) diagram with ~bc � ~b exchange (�rst and second terms in

(19)) by H� and ~H� one gets the diagrams shown in Fig. 2a-d. Similar diagrams exist

with dressing by W -boson and wino. The amplitudes corresponding to Fig. 2a,b can be

estimated as:

2�
(��

233)
2

M2
~b

�B+Ldu sc�� : (24)

5. Box diagrams shown in Fig. 2c,d and similar diagrams with W and ~W give the

amplitudes comparable with that in (24) but having (V �A)-structure:

2�
(�2

233)
�

M2
~b

�B+L �sc��
�d ������u: (25)

6. The contributions of diagrams with exchange of ~sc�~s (similar to those in Fig. 2a,b)

are suppressed by factor of ms=mbVts, as we marked before.
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According to previous discussion, the ratio of (B + L)- and (B � L)-amplitudes is

AB+L

AB�L

� 1

Vts

m2
~bLR

m2
~b

: (26)

For large tan� one has m2
~bLR

� m2
~b
, and therefore (B + L) amplitudes are enhanced

by factor 1=Vts. Consequently, in models with �233 being the main source of R-parity

violation the decay channels p ! K+�� and p ! K+�� dominate over p ! �+�� ; p !
K+�� channels (and similar modes with ��). The (B � L) channels may have branching

ratios as small as jVtsj2 � 10�3: In the case of tan� � 1 the (B � L)- and (B + L)-

amplitudes can be of the same order of magnitude.

Thus proton decay forbidden in the lowest order is generated due to CKM-mixing

in one-loop. As follows from (21), (24) and (25) an additional suppression factor (20)

appears in one loop amplitudes in comparison with tree level ones. Numerically it equals

�B+L � � = 5 � 10�9
�

mb

4:6GeV

��
mt

176GeV

��
V �

ub

3 � 10�3
��

Vtd

10�2

�
: (27)

Consequently, the bound on �233 can be relaxed by factor
p
� � 7 � 10�5:

�233 �< 3 � 10�9 (28)

(compare with (17)). Using the amplitude (24) which can dominate at large tan � we

�nd:

�2

233 �< 8 � 10�18
 
10�2

Vtd

! M2
~b

1TeV 2

!
: (29)

This result coincides with (28) at Vtd � 10�2 and M2
~b
� 1 TeV.

Thus bouns on the proton lifetime strongly restrict even the �233 coupling of highest

generations of matter �elds. Large R-parity violating coupling constants are not admitted

for any generation.

The following remarks are in order.

1). Vtd is a common coe�cient of all the amplitudes. For Vtd = 0 one might have the

suppression of all the one-loop contributions. However, the unitarity constraints of the

CKM matrix gives for Vtd = (1� 0:5) � 10�2 at 90% C.L.

2). Lorentz structure of the one-loop operators di�ers from that of tree level operators. In

particular, the vertex diagrams result in change of chirality (from right to left) of quarks

from B-violating couplings. In box diagrams there is a change of chirality of one quark
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from B-violating and one quark from L-violating couplings. Therefore no cancellation

between one-loop and tree level contributions is expected.

3). The explicit computations of the diagrams con�rm the results (21), (24) and (25), up

to the factor
lnx

x� 1
; (30)

where x � m2

t=m
2

H+ for Higgs dressing, and x � m2

t=m
2

W forW -dressing. W -contributions

have also an additional factor 3. FormH+ > 250 GeV the contributions fromHiggs dressed

diagrams exceed those from diagrams with W .

4). Due to the relation (22) there is no dependence of amplitudes on �B; m2

H+ or tan �.

This result is con�rmed by explicit computation of diagrams up to the above factor (30).

5). Considerations performed in this section for �233 are valid for all couplings �ijk which

do not result in p-decay in the lowest order. For other couplings the bounds are even

stronger. Thus (28) can be considered as the conservative bound on all R-parity violating

coupling.

6). The analysis performed above and the bounds on R-parity violating constants are valid

in more general context without grand uni�cation. In (27) �2

233
should be substituted by

the product j�0233�00233j. Taking into account the renormalization e�ects we get at the

electroweak scale:

j�0233�00233j �< 5 � 10�17
 
10�2

Vtd

! M2
~b

1TeV 2

!
: (31)

Similar or even stronger bounds can be obtained for any such products with at least two

equal indices: e.g. j�0ijk�00kjnj.
7). The presence of matter-Higgs mixing terms (4) does not change the bounds (28) unless

strong �ne tuning is implied.

5 Can R-parity violating couplings be large?

Let us consider the possibility to avoid the bound (28).

In the case of complex Higgs sector (e.g. with additional 45-plets) there is a possibility

to make another arrangement of particles in the SU(5) multiplets. (In fact, such a sector

allows to reproduce correct mass ratios me=md; m�=ms). In principle, an arbitrary mixing

(permutations) of the SU(2) � U(1) blocks from 5-plets as well as 10-plets of di�erent
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generations are admitted. In particular, in �53; together with bc-quark it is possible to put

some combination of the leptonic doublets:

L3 ! (ÛL)3 � Û3iLi; (32)

and together with tc in 103 one can put some combination of quark doublets:

Q3 ! (ŴQ)3 � Ŵ3jQj; (33)

where Û and Ŵ are arbitrary unitary matrices. Such a mixing of the SU(2) � U(1)

blocks changes the structure of R-parity violating couplings, modifying the relation (7).

In particular, for �0 and �00 we get

�0ijk = 2�00ij0k0 Ûj0jŴk0k (34)

instead of (7).

Let us �nd to what extend the rotations (32) and (33) can relax the bound on �.

Suppose again that only �00
233

is non-zero. Dressing of the vertex �00
233

(~scbctc � ~bcsctc) by

Higgs (Higgsino) gives in one loop:

�00233�
�
~sc � k~bc

��Vtd
Vts

ud+ us

�
; (35)

where k is a constant of the order 1, and � is the one loop suppression factor (20). The

coupling (35) does not depend on Ŵ and Û . The Ŵ and Û rotations inuence, however,

the L-violating vertices. At tree level they become

�00233[S
c(ŴD0)3(Û�)3 � Sc(ŴU)3(ÛE)3 �Bc(ŴD0)3(Û�)2 +Bc(ŴU)3(ÛE)2]: (36)

As we discussed before, in the case of (B + L) conserving modes the squark ~sc emitted

from the B-violating vertex mixes with ~s; and the latter is absorbed in the L-violating

vertex (similarly, for ~bc). According to (36) the amplitudes of the absorbtion of ~s and ~b

are proportional to hsj(Ŵd0)3i and hbj(Ŵd0)3i respectively. Thus choosing Ŵ in such a

way that (Ŵd0)3 = d and suggesting that there is no avour squark mixing (e.g. ~sc and

~d) one can suppress all (B +L) decay modes in one-loop. Similar consideration holds for

box diagrams.

The propagation of ~sc as well as ~bc between the vertices (35) and (36) results in the

following (B � L)-conserving operators:

ud
h
(Ŵd0)3(Û�)3 � (Ŵu)3(Ûe)3]; ud [�(Ŵd0)3(Û�)2 + (Ŵu)3(Ûe)2

i
: (37)
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Since the neutrinos are massless (or very light) the only possibility to suppress the neutrino

modes is to take (Ŵd0)3 � b. Evidently, in this case the (B + L)-conserving modes are

unsuppressed. Moreover, the equality (Ŵd0)3 � b means that h(Ŵu)3jui � Vub and the

latter is non-zero. Consequently, second and fourth terms in (37) are not removed. Either

(Ûe)2 or (Û e)3 have an admixture of e or �; and from (37) one gets, for instance, the

operator ud u� which leads to the proton decay.

Thus the additional rotations Ŵ and U do not allow to remove (B � L) modes com-

pletely, but they change branching ratios, suppressing, e.g., the neutrino modes. Elim-

inating the leading (B + L) modes the Ŵ and Û rotations relax the bound on �233 by

factor V
�1=2
ts � 5.

Since CKM-mixing breaks any family symmetry, it is impossible to suppress the proton

decay completely in the high orders of the perturbation theory. No horizontal symmetry

can be introduced to forbid the operators of the type (�uc �dc)(d�): B- and L-violation at

least in some sector of the model will be propagated due to CKM-mixing to operators

with light fermions which induce proton decay.

There are two evident possibilities to suppress proton decay:

1. suppress the mixing between matter generations;

2. modify the relation (7) between B- and L-violating couplings of usual matter �elds

in such a way that either B- or L- violating couplings are strongly suppressed (B-, L-

violation asymmetry).

In the �rst case (since the mixing of known fermions is determined) one should in-

troduce fourth fermion family, �54, 104 that has very small mixing with other families.

For instance, the R-parity violating coupling �234
�52�53104 generates the neutrino mass but

does not result in fast proton decay, if the mixing with other generations is smaller than

VuB0 � 10�8. Note that B-violating coupling from the above term involves the quark

of the fourth generation: bcscT c. To get the B-violating coupling bcsctc without proton

decay one should permute the fermions in multiplets in such a way that in 104 the upper

quark T c is substituted by tc and in �53 the lepton doublet l3 is substituted by l4.

Concerning the second possibility, let us note that in grand uni�ed theory with quark

and lepton uni�cation it is nontrivial to get the B- and L-violation asymmetry. As we

will see in the next section the asymmetry can be related to the doublet-triplet splitting.
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6 R-parity violation and doublet-triplet splitting.

There are two possible ways to relate the asymmetry between the L- and B-violating

couplings of usual matter �elds in GU theories with doublet-triplet mass splitting.

1. Due to mixing of the matter and Higgs 5-plets (second term in (4)) the doublet-

triplet splitting of the Higgs multiplet can lead to doublet-triplet asymmetry of matter

�eld multiplet. This in turn breaks symmetry between quarks and leptons, and eventually,

between the L- and B-violating couplings. Such a situation is realized in the model by

Hall and Suzuki [23].

Let us consider an example of the model, where matter-Higgs mixing is the only source

of R-parity violation. Suggesting as before that the third generation coupling dominates,

we can write the appropriate terms of the superpotential in the following way

�53m̂H + �HM̂H +
mD;i

v1
�5i10i �H; (38)

where �5i and 10i are de�ned in the diagonal basis for down quark Yukawa couplings, so

that dci and di coincide, up to corrections MW =MGU ; with mass eigenstates. The mass

matrices of (38) can be written in the doublet-triplet form as:

m̂ = diag(mtripl;mdoubl); M̂ = diag(Mtripl;Mdoubl); (39)

where Mtripl �MGU and Mdoubl, mdoubl and mtripl are at the electroweak scale (large value

of mtripl would result in the fast proton decay). The �rst two terms in (38) can be removed

by rotations of the doublet and the triplet components of the 5-plets �53 = (Bc; L3) and

�H = ( �T ;H1). For triplet components we get the mixing:

�T 0 = ctripl �T + striplB
c

Bc0 = ctriplB
c � stripl �T ;

(40)

where Bc0 and �T 0 are the mass states, ctripl � cos�tripl, stripl � sin�tripl; and

stripl

ctripl
=

mtripl

Mtripl

: (41)

For doublet components:

H 0

1
= cdoublH1 + sdoublL3

L0

3
= cdoublL3 � sdoublH1;

(42)
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and
sdoubl

cdoubl
=

mdoubl

Mdoubl

: (43)

Since mdoubl;mtripl;Mdoubl � MW one gets from (43) and (41) that stripl � MW=MGU <

10�14 is strongly suppressed, whereas sdoubl can be of the order 1.

Substituting the expressions (40) and (42) into the Yukawa coupling of (38) we obtain

the e�ective R-parity violating couplings (2). In particular the third generation Yukawa

coupling gives

�eff333L3B
cQ0

3
; (44)

where

�
eff
333 = sdoubl

mb

v1
=
mb

v1

mdoubl

�
; (45)

and Q0

3
� V �

ibQi. Baryon violating interactions as well as pure leptonic terms are absent

due to the antisymmetry. The Yukawa coupling of the second generation leads to

ms

v1
V �

is[striplB
cScU c

i + sdoublL3S
cQi + sdoublL2L3E

c
i ] (46)

(The �rst generation Yukawa coupling gives similar terms with substitution msVis !
mdVid; S ! D, L2 ! L1).

The leading contribution to the proton decay is induced by L-violating interaction (44)

and the B-violating coupling from (46). The ~bc exchange dressed by H+, ~H+... results in

the amplitude for proton decay

A / �
eff
333 �

ms

v21
stripl �B�L =

mbms

v21
sdoublstripl �B�L: (47)

Substituting values of parameters, we �nd that even for large tan � (v1 � mb) this am-

plitude is small enough to allow for sdoubl, and consequently, �eff333 to be of the order 1.

All other diagrams give smaller contributions. (Note that in the considered example all

the B-violating interactions contain bc quark, so that even lowest family couplings need

a loop \dressing").

Thus if the R-parity violation originates from the matter-Higgs mixing, the lepton

violating coupling of the third generation can be large: �eff333 = O(1).

The interaction (44) generates the neutrino mass in one loop:

m�� �
j�eff333 j2
16�2

m2

b

m2
~b

m3=2 = 0:1MeV j�eff333 j2
�
m3=2

1TeV

� 
1TeV

m~b

!2

; (48)
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and for relatively light squarks the mass m�� can be easily in the MeV region. The

cosmological bound on stable �� : m�� < 30 eV gives the restriction �eff333 < 10�2.

2. Another possibility to get the asymmetry of the B- and L-violation is to introduce

the explicit doublet-triplet splitting in the matter multiplets. For this one should assume

the existence of new superheavy matter �elds.

Suppose that each generation of matter �eld contains an additional pair of 5-plets: 50

and �50 with doublet-triplet splitting. For the third generation we introduce:

�53 =

0
B@ Bc

L3G

1
CA �503 =

0
B@ Bc

G

L3

1
CA 53 =

0
B@ BG

Lc
3G

1
CA ; (49)

where Bc
G; BG; L

c
3G; and L3G are new superheavy �elds with mass �MGU :

Note that by (49) we generalize the doublet-triplet splitting which is present now not

only in the Higgs multiplets but also in the matter multiplets 1. This \universal" doublet-

triplet splitting could have an unique origin.

The electroweak symmetry breaking via the interaction �503103H, results in mixing of

the heavy and the light component with typical mixing angles:

tan� � MW

MGU

� 10�14 : (50)

Using the multiplets (49) one can introduce R-parity violating interactions even within

one generation:

�333
�53�5

0

3103: (51)

This gives the terms:

BcBc
GT

c +BcQ3L3 � L3GQ3B
c
G + L3GL3�

c: (52)

Note that there is no B-violating terms with only light matter �elds. Mixing between Bc

and Bc
G does not lead to such a term due to the antisymmetry of interaction. Proton decay

1We will not discuss here the origin or the naturalness of the doublet-triplet splitting. Formally, the

permutation of the light and the heavy matter �elds can be achieved e.g. due to the interaction:

�53(M + h�)50

3
+ �50

3
(M 0 + h0�)50

3
;

where the parameters M;M 0; h; and h0 are adjusted in such a way that Bc and L3 are massless at the

GU scale, whereas Bc

G
; BG; L

c

3G
; and L3G acquire masses O(MGU):
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is generated by one-loop diagram of the type shown in Fig. 1a with Bc being substituted

by Bc
G. The corresponding suppression factor

�
m2

~b

M2
GU

ln
mH

MGU

(53)

is strong enough to remove the bound on �
eff
333 . As in the previous case (44) the only R-

parity violating coupling of light �elds is the one with L-violation (�0- type). It generates

the neutrino mass (48).

Let us consider the possibility to get the B-violating coupling scbctc. For this we

introduce the additional 5-plets �502 and 502 of second generation with new superheavy

fermions Sc
G; SG; L

c
2G; and L2G and with permutation of light and heavy fermions, similar

to that in (49). Now apart from the desired term �52�53103 one should admit also all other

interactions which can be obtained from this by substitution �52 $ �502 and �53 $ �503:

(f333�53�5
0

3 + �233�52�53 + f233�5
0

2
�53 + f323�52�5

0

3 + g233�5
0

2
�503 + f223�5

0

2
�52)103: (54)

(In fact, the permutation implies that the multiplets with permuted components have the

same quantum numbers). However, if all these terms are present, they reproduce all the

R-parity violating interactions (2) with light matter �elds, and thus lead to the situation

discussed in sect. 5. One possibility to solve the problem is to suggest strong hierarchy of

couplings in (54). Also family symmetry can be introduced which forbids all the terms in

(54) but the desired one. For instance, U(1) symmetry with zero charge for �52, �53 103 and

charge 1 for all the rest multiplets make the desired selection. However, such a symmetry

will be broken by mass terms, although this violation does not destroy the suppression of

proton decay.

Let us �nally remark that the doublet-triplet splitting breaks the SU(4) symmetry

responsible for b� � uni�cation at the GU scale. For instance in the model (38) the mass

terms for bottom quark and tau lepton appear with the same couplings:

BcQ3H1 + � cL3H1; (55)

but after the rotation (42) we get:

BcQ3(cdoublH
0

1
� sdoublL

0

3
) + � cL0

3
H 0

1
: (56)

Consequently the generation of the R-parity violating coupling L3B
cQ3 with constant

proportional to sdoubl turns out to be connected to the reduction of the b � � mass ratio

by the factor cdoubl:
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7 Discussion and Conclusions.

1. TheR-parity violating couplings may have strong avour hierarchy, so that the coupling

constants for the �elds from the third generation could be of the order 1. These couplings

may have a number of phenomenological consequences: generation of the MeV mass of

�� , change of the infrared �xed point of the top quark, renormalization of the mass ratio

mb=m� , etc..

2. Motivated by the success of the supersymmetric Grand Uni�cation, we have consid-

ered the possibility of existence of such large couplings in the Grand Uni�ed theories. In

the lowest order of perturbation theory the bound from the proton decay can be satis�ed

by smallness or absence of couplings for low generations. However, being suppressed in

the lowest order the proton decay appears inevitably at one-loop as the consequence of

the CKM-mixing. In the safest case with only one nonzero coupling �233 the bound (28)

�233 �< 3 � 10�8 has been obtained, which can be considered as the conservative bound on

all R-parity violating couplings in SU(5) models.

3. The analysis and the bounds obtained here are valid in a more general context. They

correspond to the bounds on the product of B- and L-violating couplings �0�00 �< 5 �10�17,
where �0 and �00 have at least one common index.

4. In models with R-parity violation, especially in the case of one-loop induced decay,

the proton decay modes may di�er from those in the usual supersymmetric model. In

particular, the modes with (B + L)-conservation, like p ! K+�� and n ! K+��, can

dominate over the (B � L)-conserving modes, like p! K+�� and p! K0�+:

5. The bound (28) can be avoided if new fermions (new matter �elds) exist which

mix very weakly with known fermions. These could be the fermions from the fourth

generation.

The bounds can also be avoided if there is an asymmetry of B- and L-violating in-

teractions, namely if either L- or B-violating interactions are strongly suppressed. This

asymmetry can be related to the doublet-triplet splitting. In the simple examples the

largest R-parity violating coupling is the one with L-violation.
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6. For coupling constants � satisfying the bound (28), no appreciable e�ects of R-

parity violation in accelerator experiments are expected. Also, the generated neutrino

masses are very small. Inversely, the observation of R-parity violating e�ects at accelera-

tors will have strong impact on the Gran Uni�cation: this can imply Higgs-matter mixing

or doublet-triplet splitting in matter supermultiplets.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1: Leading one-loop diagrams of (B � L)-conserving p-decay in the model with

�233 6= 0: Similar diagrams exist with ~sc exchange and the emission of ��� :

Fig. 2: Leading one-loop diagrams of (B + L)-conserving p-decay in the model with

�233 6= 0: Similar diagrams exist with substitution H !W; ~H ! ~W:
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